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Comment on ‘‘Manipulating the frequency-entangled states by an acoustic-optical modulator’’
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A recent theoretical paper by Shiet al. @Phys. Rev. A61, 064102~2000!# proposes a scheme for entangle-
ment swapping utilizing acousto-optic modulators without requiring a Bell-state measurement. In this Com-
ment, we show that the proposal is flawed and no entanglement swapping can occur without measurement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement swapping, a term coined by@1#, is the pro-
cess of creating entanglement between two particles
have never before interacted. When one generates entan
states, a pair of particles is typically created in tandem. T
most common processes used to generate these enta
pairs are atomic cascades@2# and spontaneous parametr
down-conversion @3,4#. In an entanglement swappin
scheme, one begins with apair of two-particle entangled
pairs. In successful schemes to date@5#, one performs a Bell
measurement on two of the particles—one from each
tangled pair. A successful Bell-state measurement collap
the remaining particles into a new entangled state—e
though the particles have not directly interacted. The proc
of entanglement swapping was central to the experime
realization of quantum teleportation@6#.

This Comment is on a recent proposal@7# for performing
entanglement swapping with acousto-optic modulat
~AOMs!. There are two main results from this paper. T
first is that entanglement swapping can be performed in
frequency domain. However, the AOM performs a transf
mation that is mathematically equivalent to using a sim
beam splitter and this method is not different from oth
entanglement swapping techniques. In fact, the final state
interest@7# could be achieved trivially by using the techniqu
of entanglement swapping used in@1# and frequency-shifting
the desired spatial modes. The second result, which wo
represent new physics, is that entanglement swapping
occur without requiring a Bell measurement. The auth
make a faulty assumption about the transformation an AO
performs on its input photon modes, which leads to incorr
conclusions. In this Comment, we describe generally h
one should treat the interaction of an AOM with its two inp
light fields quantum mechanically. Then we apply this ty
of interaction to the proposed scheme, and show that no
tanglement swapping can take place without the projec
measurement stage. This is a general consequence of u
ity, and we discuss some of the relevant issues relate
information transfer and causality.

II. THEORY

A. General theory

An acousto-optic modulator can be used to couple t
modes of an electromagnetic field by means of a pho
field. A simple diagram from@7# shows this schematically
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~Fig. 1!. The interaction between two input fields and
acousto-optic modulator will be described by an effect
Hamiltonian,Heff , of the form

Heff5gb~d!at~v!ad
†~v1d!1g* b†~d!at

†~v!ad~v1d!,

~2.1!

whereb and b† are the annihilation and creation operato
for the phonon field,a and a† are the annihilation and cre
ation operators for the photon field, andg is the coupling
constant. The subscriptst and d refer to the mode labels
shown in Fig. 1, andv andv1d are the photon frequencies
The first term in this Hamiltonian describes the destruct
of a phonon of frequencyd, and a photon of frequencyv in
modet, and the creation of a photon with frequencyv1d in
moded. The second term in the Hamiltonian describes
creation of a phonon of frequencyd, and a photon of fre-
quencyv in modet, and the destruction of a photon in mod
d. This Hamiltonian is manifestly Hermitian, and the prop
gator that follows from it must be unitary. If one assum
that the phonon field in the AOM is a classical field, which
a reasonable approximation for a coherent state of phon
with a high average phonon number, then we can replace
phonon operators withc numbersb and b* . The Hamil-
tonian then becomes

Heff5gbat~v!ad
†~v1d!1g* b* at

†~v!ad~v1d!.
~2.2!

Over an infinitesimal interaction time,dt, the AOM will
perform the following transformations:

FIG. 1. The two input modes, 1 and 18, enter an AOM and are
converted to two output modes,t andd.
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uv&1→uv& t2
i

\
gbuv1d&ddt,

uv1d&18→uv1d&d2
i

\
g* b* uv& tdt. ~2.3!

Over longer times, the transformation becomes

uv&1→cosS ugbut
\ D uv& t2 i

gb

ugbu
sinS ugbut

\ D uv1d&d ,

uv1d&18→cosS ugbut
\ D uv1d&d2 i

g* b*

ugbu
sinS ugbut

\ D uv& t .

~2.4!

We can choose the interaction time to create equal supe
sitions of the outgoing modes and define the phase an
f5arg(gb). The transformations then become

uv&1→
1

&
@ uv& t2 ieifuv1d&d], ~2.5a!

uv1d&18→
1

&
@ uv1d&d2 ie2 ifuv& t]. ~2.5b!

B. An AOM cannot perform entanglement swapping
without a Bell measurement

The authors claim that an AOM~Fig. 1! can be modeled
by taking two input modes, 1 and 18, and transforming them
to two output modes as follows:

uv&1 ——→
AOM 1

&
@ uv& t1uv1d&d],

uv1d&18 ——→
AOM 1

&
@ uv& t1uv1d&d]. ~2.6!

~The equations above actually differ from Eqs.~1! and ~2!
from @7# due to a presumed typographical error in the l
side of the second equation, but are consistent with the
of their paper.! However, such a transform is not allowed b
quantum mechanics as it is nonunitary. The two input sta
are orthogonal, and must remain so by any unitary trans
mation. As one can see from the proposed transformat
the final states are not orthogonal—in fact they are identi
Such transformations destroy information and lead to pa
doxes such as superluminal signaling. In the present cas
the proposed scheme were correct, a decision by Alice
whether or not to perform the AOM transformations cou
instantaneously affect a measurement by Bob of whethe
not his photon pair was entangled.

Instead of the transformation given in@7#, one should
model the AOM by the unitary transformation described p
viously. We use the transforms from Eq.~2.5! and make the
assumption thatf50, without loss of generality. To put th
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transform into the same form as Eq.~2.6!, Eq. ~2.5b! is mul-
tiplied by a phase of exp(ip/2):

uv&1→
1

&
@ uv& t2 i uv1d&d],

uv1d&18→
1

&
@ uv& t1 i uv1d&d]. ~2.7!

The negative sign in the first term ensures that the final st
remain orthogonal, preserving angle in the two-dimensio
Hilbert space. We now follow through the calculations a
describe the separate two-particle entangled states~see Fig.
2! as

uf&5
1

&
@ uv&1uv1d&21uv1d&18uv&28],

uc&5
1

&
@ uv&3uv1d&41uv1d&38uv&48]. ~2.8!

The statesuf& and uc& refer to the states of the particle
created at the entangled-photon sources 1 and 2, respect
The primed and unprimed subscripts refer to the spa
modes of the photons~Fig. 2!, and the labelsv and v1d
refer to their angular frequencies. The two photons descri
in these states are not only entangled in their energy~fre-
quency!, but also in their spatial paths. We can now apply t
following unitary transformations to the modes that intera
with the AOMs in the scheme:

uv1d&2 ——→
AOM1 1

&
@ uv&T18

1 i uv1d&T1
], ~2.9!

uv&3 ——→
AOM1 1

&
@ uv&T18

2 i uv1d&T1
],

uv1d&38 ——→
AOM2 1

&
@ uv&T2

1 i uv1d&T28
],

FIG. 2. The schematic for the proposed entanglement swap
scheme.
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uv&28 ——→
AOM2 1

&
@ uv&T2

2 i uv1d&T28
].

AOM1 and AOM2 simply refer to the transformation applie
by the AOMs marked 1 and 2 in Fig. 2.

Using these transformations, the initial state describ
the four photons,uf& ^ uc&, will become

uf& ^ uc&5
1

4
$@ uv&1~ uv&T18

1 i uv1d&T1
)1uv1d&18~ uv&T2

2 i uv1d&T28
)] ^ @ uv1d&4~ uv&T

18
2 i uv1d&T1

)

1uv&48~ uv&T2
1 i uv1d&T28

)] %, ~2.10!

5
1

4
@ uv&1uv1d&4~ uv&T

18
1 i uv1d&T1

)

3~ uv&T
18
2 i uv1d&T1

)1uv1d&18uv1d&4

3~ uv&T2
2 i uv1d&T28

)~v&T
18
2 i uv1d&T1

)

1uv&1uv&48~ uv&T
18
1 i uv1d&T1

)

3~ uv&T2
1 i uv1d&T28

)1uv1d&18uv&48

3~ uv&T2
2 i uv1d&T28

)

3~ uv&T2
1 i uv1d&T28

)]. ~2.11!

The authors propose to discard the cases where both pho
go through the same AOM~the first and fourth terms in the
above equation!, and are left with only the remaining tw
terms. These terms are

uv1d&18uv1d&4~ uv&T2
2 i uv1d&T28

)~ uv&T
18
2 i uv1d&T1

)

1uv&1uv&48~ uv&T
18
1 i uv1d&T1

)~ uv&T2
1 i uv1d&T28

).

~2.12!
,

s.
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It is apparent that when the proper transformation is used,
terms describing the light after the AOM donot factor out
and no entanglement swapping has occurred between
tons 1 and 4. In fact, the other modes carry lem$complete%
which-path information, totally decohering the two possib

states of modes 1(8) and 4(8); one is left with purely classica
correlations and no possibility of entanglement swapping

In @7#, a different AOM scheme is used to create
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger~GHZ! three-particle entangled
state using a pair of two-photon entangled states. Unfo
nately, the same transformation as shown in Eq.~1! is used to
model the AOM. When the appropriate transformation is a
plied instead to their scheme, there is no three-particle
tanglement.

III. CONCLUSION

The authors of@7# used a nonunitary transformation t
describe the action of an AOM on a pair of input phot
modes, and this appeared to lead to unconditional entan
ment swapping. We have shown that when a unitary tra
formation is used instead, as required by quantum mech
ics, no entanglement between the photons from differ
sources is achieved. Due to the same erroneous transfo
tion, the claim that an AOM could create a GHZ state us
a pair of two-photon entangled states is also incorrect.
general, no unitary transformation on one pair of photons
ever modify the reduced density matrix of a different pa
This is why effects such as entanglement swapping@5# and
quantum teleportation@6# always require a nonunitary inter
action ~measurement!.
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